St Andrew’s Graduated Response Diagram
THOSE CHILDREN WITH CONSIDERABLE NEED:
The school and parents will discuss the option of applying to the local authority for an Education, Health
and Care Needs Assessment which draws together the advice of several outside agencies to make a plan
that ensures that the child receives an adequate level of educational provision at a suitable school
placement. This is called statutory assessment. The school will continue to review this provision termly
and carry out a statutory review yearly.
Serious Shared concern
over outcomes not
achieved

A FEW CHILDREN:

A FEW CHILDREN:
With parental agreement, advice is sought from an external agency as to what further
changes/support can be put in place to ensure progress/impact. Child is added to the
SEN Support Register and a Pupil Profile and Support Plan (PPSP) is drawn up in
conjunction with the parents detailing Specific, Measureable, Achievable, Realistic and
Time Specific (SMART) targets for the term. (Continuing the Assess/Plan/Do/Review
Cycle). The INCo will continue to approach external agencies for support as required.

With parental agreement, a professional may be involved to
diagnose a Special Educational Need or Disability.
This diagnosis process helps by directing us to strategies that
have worked for children with similar difficulties. This may
include specific interventions or may be ways we can make
adaptions to teaching in the classroom to enable the child to
succeed.

External agency advice
followed and from
evaluation it is clear
further advice is needed.
Continue with SEN
Support.

Area of difficulty
addressed, step down
and monitor

Data and feedback
from review indicates
further advice needed

The teacher and INCo use the review the child’s progress termly with
additional support being given when needed (Assess/Plan/Do/Review)
External agency advice
followed and successful.
No further advice needed.
Step down to SEN Register
and continue PPSP to
monitor support is
effective.

Area of difficulty
addressed, step down
and monitor

Begin Assess, Plan, Do,
Review Cycle.

SOME CHILDREN:
Teacher/Parent notices an area of difficulty and this is discussed with INCo either at the termly year group Pupil Progress Meeting or
another time. INCo becomes aware of child’s needs through discussion with teacher and makes suggestions which could help.

